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Rumble — Graham Healy reports on serious adverse reactions and life destroying effects of the 
poison Pfzier. that is maiming Young Australians all over the country , but the federal and state 
governments continue with their 'mantra of vaccinations is the s
state that there are 642 deaths and 76,587 serious side effects in just 9 months (22/2/21 to 4/11/21) 
this year compared to 58 Deaths associated with vaccines over the LAST 50 years ! 

YES THATS RIGHT 642 DEATHS IN 9 MONT

SOMETHING VERY SERIOUS IS HAPPENING as the Hospital Fill with Pfizer poison/vax 
victims . 
Covid was less serious then the season flue (50% less in Australia) however the disproportionate 
response from federal and state governments you would think the BLACK PLAGUE HAD HIT " ?
except the medical facts do not match the fearmongering .

THIS HAS NOTTING TO DO WITH YOUR HEALTH BUT POLITICAL CONTROL.
In the meantime Pfizer rushes through a poison THAT HAS NEVER BEEN TESTED ON 
HUMANS BEFORE and the horrific side effects and permanent life long injuries and disabilities are 
horrific in Australia . 
10,000 cases are now taking legal action against the gove
The Government (Federal and State) is trying to force mandates to this unsafe and untested poison 
this will result in Neuremberg trial 2 /a massive Royal commission into corruption and the Australian 
federal and state governments relationship with 
track record and falsifying so called 'safety test data' on harmful medications and vaccines precedes 
them) . 

Add in Dr Death/Fauci who we discover funded the Wuhan bio lab where the virus originated 
from and then we see Dr Death/Fauci (now exposed by the USA senate) who just happens to be the 
chief spokesperson and representative of Pfizer, the pieces all fall into place.

When Australians chief virologists Professor Nikolai Petrovsky says "I REFUSE TO GET
JABBED WITH Pfizer BECAUSE ITS UNSAFE !" THEN YOU KNOW THERE IS A REAL 

PROBLEM HERE  
Professor Petrovsky goes on to say that his scientific peers were shocked when they heard that Pfizer 
was awarded the Australia contract on Mrna technology (as they knew
. 
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BUT the criminal cartel Pfizer HAS MORE MONEY THEN OIL COMPANIES and in many cases 
controls 3rd world governments now it certainly looks like the Australian federal and state 
governments are in bed with the criminal cart

Graham Healy details solutions to employee mandates in the Healy Report and goes on to 
overview the comparison figures from TGA death rates over the last 50 years .

Graham has a 50 years background in heath and fitness/nutrition and has recently com
med-science degree over the last 5 years .
His most recent studies were medical evidence bases of data and how medical trials are conducted in 
the scientific world. 
Graham notes that a huge importance in medical science is the declaration of finan
interest and any type of bias and in normal scientific papers must be exposed to the peer scientific 
community for scrutiny and any medication or procedure must be able to be duplicated by other 

medical scientists to prove validity .
NONE OF THIS WAS DONE BY PFZIER NOT THE AUSTRALIAN FEDERAL OR STATE 
GOVERNMENTS OR TGA in fact the scientific peers (like Australian Professors Petrovsky, 
Clancey, Borody, Steele, were de-
immunologists across the world ) THIS IS NOT NORMAL IN FACT HAS CROSSED THE LINE 
TO CRIMINAL when the real medical scientific experts are ON PURPOSE SILENCED and the 
GOVERNMENT PROPAGANDA NARRITIVE IS THE ONLY VOICE !

In the meantime you have Australian PM Sco
continually advertising percentages Vaxed in a massive propaganda campaign 80% vaxed etc in the 
background the hospitals are filling not with covid patients by with vaccination victims as the front 
line nurses report especially myocarditis in the young people who have zero to nil chance of catching 
covid (more statistical chance of being struck by lightning ) .

IS COVID DEADLY ? 
statistically less deadly (death rates ) then the common Flue (4,269 deaths in Aus
Influenzas and pneumonia ) . 

In 2019, there were 49,035 deaths from cancer in Australia (27,699 males and 21,336 females). In 
2021, it is estimated that there will be 49,221 deaths (27,600 males and 21,621 females). In 2021, it 
is estimated that a person has a 1 in 6 (or 16%) risk of dying from cancer by the age of 85 (1 in 6 or 
18% for males and 1 in 7 or 13% for females). The estimated 10 most common causes of cancer 
death in 2021 are shown in Figure 3.
https://www.canceraustralia.gov.au/.../cancer

HAS THE COVID RESPONCE BEEN TOTALLY DISPROPORTIONATE ? 
absolutely 100% and its been unscientific, politically motivated, vaccines (so called) are manipulated 
by criminal cartels (Pfizer) with a corrupt Australian federal and state governments who are 
completely heartless towards vax victims .

NEXT FEDERAL ELECTION MARCH 2022 THE SWAMP MUST BE DRAINED 
COMPLETELY BOTH FEDERAL & STATE and a new coalition Government to b
Australia party, one Nation and Australia one.

THEN A MASSIVE ROYAL COMMISSION WILL COMMENCE (Nuremberg 2) Trials will 
commence as we bring to justice these criminals .

The Pfizer poison must be INCINERATED EVERY LAST VIAL and professor P
in charge of covid medical response and his SAFE covax vaccines implemented (now at stage 3 
Trials with 16,000 volunteers no adverse reactions) Professors Borody and Clancy can roll out the 
Ivermectin formula and then AUSTRALIA IS SAFE FROM
SAFE FROM CORRUPT FEDERAL & STATE BUREACRATS and then we can look at turning 
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the economy of Australia around and re-enforce our military to defend our Australian Shores not our 
own citizens for not wearing a stupid cloth mask. 
Graham Healy 
Former senate candidate RUA 2019 election 
QLD Senate Applicant United Australia Party 2022 election 
www.riseupaustrailbrisbnae.com 
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